Our students use engineering to address the problems of today by creating the innovations of tomorrow.

Winston Academy of Engineering offers rigorous STEM pathways (Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics) that integrate hands-on, project-based learning throughout the curriculum. Our focus on Engineering enables learners to develop creativity, critical thinking, and collaboration skills while utilizing advanced technologies in the classroom, the lab, and out in the field. A wealth of extracurricular options ensures the development of the whole child as both an academic and social leader.

IT’S TIME TO BUILD AND ACHIEVE YOUR DREAMS

WINSTON ACADEMY OF ENGINEERING
3415 Swindell Road
Lakeland, FL 33810
Phone: 863-499-2890
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CREATIVE THINKING to solve real world problems
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Our students are tomorrow’s leaders. Through integrated STEM approaches, Winston develops the ability for learners to access and use knowledge to plan, implement, and share the ideas that will establish them as leaders in their profession.

Our students are tomorrow’s workforce. Access to tablets, fabrication tools such as 3d printers, robotics, and other advanced technologies ensures that Winston learners are prepared for the evolving technological needs in their chosen field.

WHERE EXCELLENCE IS JUST THE BEGINNING

Our students are tomorrow’s problem solvers. With a focus on collaboration, adaptability, and resilience, our learners are pioneering solutions through hands-on, inquiry-based projects.

schools.polk-fl.net/winston